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ABSTRACT

A recent mathematical model developed for ozone production is tackled analytically by
asymptotic approximation. The results obtained are compared with existing numerical solutions.
The comparison shows good agreement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a result of its increasing industrial applications, the efficiency of production of ozone
is assuming ever more important dimensions. Hence in an earlier investigation Hadj-Ziane et al.
[ 1 ] considered the kinetic model of a point to plane discharge in dry oxygen at atmospheric pressure
and reduced the governing equations to four in a 200-700 K temperature range. In a more recent
paper Pignolet et al. [2] have incorporated transport phenomena for the same geometry in a corona
discharge (other relevant references are given in this work).

In all these studies, the model simulation is via numerical integration scheme proposed
by Patankas [3]. Numerical analysis could be expensive and more importantly it could be mislead-
ing in many different cases. Hence analytical solutions, however crude, may greatly compliment
numerical simulation. This forms the central theme of this paper. The analytical and numerical
results are compared and show a fair agreement.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

It is deduced in [2] that the governing equations are

. . dn\ _ d

R\ = k$ nz 7% —

i?3 = fe ni ̂ 2 — &4 n\ "3 — fcs "2 rm . (1)

In Eq.(l),ri2, the molecular oxygen density, is assumed to be constant while m and T& are the
corresponding quantities for atomic oxygen and ozone. uOi is the Pouiseuille flow velocity given
by

uM(r)=2Vb ( i - ^ r )

where Vb is the average velocity and R the limit radius of the reacting volume.

In the ensuing analysis, the reaction rate constants play a cardinal role. The numerical
values are given by

Jfci = 2 x U r

fc3 = 6.9 x 10~34 x (300 / r ) ' 2 5 c m V 1

*4 = 1.8 x 10 ~n xexp(-2300/r)cm3s-1

^ 5 = 7 . 3 x 1 - - 1 0 x exp( -11400 /T) cm3 s'1 . (3)



3. METHOD OF SOLUTIONS

The central theme of the asymptotic analysis hinges on the fact that the reaction rate

constants given in Eq.(3) are very small compared with any other quantities in Eq.(l). Hence

assuming D\ & D-$ = D we may re-write Eq.(l) in the form

( ) = D ( - T T + - -r- )
\ 2 )

— (ni +m) = D ( - T T + - -r- ) (m + m) -2*4 m
dz \or2 r or)

(fe* + k«g) «i] + k5mf - k4 («? - n , / )

/ = m + T13 (4)

Eqs.(4) are to be solved subject to the boundary conditions

mL.0 =ni(O),m|2 = o = m ( 0 ) ; m.2(i2,*) = 0 . (5)

Hence, generally, ni and m vary from zero to finite values at the centre of the cylinder. The value
of m is large and £5 m and ki Wj may be considered as order O{ 1) terms.

We may therefore consider assymptotic expansions of the form

Substituting Eq.(6) in Eqs.(4), we have

= D [&+7 h ~ m (ks

^ 3 (7)

and so on.

First consider when uo« = um = 4Vb/3, an effective mean. Then define the Bessel

function, Jn(x), of the first kind of order n. If

/o(AnJR)=O n= 1 ,2 ,3 , . . . (9)
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where the A's are the zeros. Then employing the finite Hankel transform on Eq.(7) we obtain

- <m(0)

and

Ur,

um

Z? V nk + 4h ) ) KMKR) ' ^

Similarly, writing

Eqs.(8) could be solved to give

(12)

Next we consider the solution of Eqs.(7) and (8) for the general Pouiseuille velocity. It

is now convenient to take Laplace transform with respect to z. Using s as the transformed variable

and placing a bar over the transformed function, the equation satisfied by n^0) + f̂ 0* is

(13)
The particular integral of Eq.(13) is

+ tt3(0)

s
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The general solution can then be written as

_(0) + -p> = n,(0) + m(0) + consf -
5 J

where F(r) is a solution of the homogeneous part of Eq.(13) which is finite on r = 0. Such a
function can be obtained by simple Taylor series expansion. Thus

Hence combining Eqs.(14) and (15), thereafter imposing the boundary condition, we can deduce

S

Curtailing the series as indicated in Eq.(15), the inversion of Eq.(16) can be obtained by Heaviside
expansion. The result is

W (l ~ J W) (~3^V7) + i j r ^ (2 -<6y7) ^ ^

where c • c denotes a complex conjugate function.

For the nj°* solution, the Laplace transform gives

-n i(0)u a , ( r) = D

Near r = 0 Eq.(18) may be approximated as

s uoz(0)/D

- a- — = hr^-+ - -. n2(fc5 + "2^3) - a — = — \
D [dr2 r dr D J

which is standard, with solution

_(0) = Ui(0) _ ni(0)uo,(0)/D

(17)

(19)



The inversion of Eq.(19) is

=O- (20)

The solution of the higher approximation of Eqs.(8) by analytical method is unwieldly and we

terminate the solution at the first term. However, Eq.(8) is linear and it can very simply be handled

by explicit or implicit finite difference scheme with reasonably small computational time.

4. DISCUSSION

Herein lies the power of analytical techniques. The solutions given by Eqs.(10), (11),
(12), (17) and (20) give an insight into the quantitative behaviour of the solutions before any serious
computation. For example both in the case of the mean and the ordinary Pouiseuille flow, the ozone
exhibits damped oscillation with axial distance.

In Fig.l, D is taken as that corresponding to molecular oxygen. The radial distribution
of atomic oxygen and ozone are calculated at the axial distance z = 1 cm from the point for a
temperature of 300 K. The initial conditions are taken as zero for ozone and uniform distribution of
atomic oxygen (dissociation by electronic impact) starting with a uniform distribution for molecular
oxygen in the cylindrical steamer. In this case the results can be compared with those in [2].

We see that even when uoz{ r) is replaced by um , a two-term asymptotic expansion pro-
duces results which agree farily well with the numerical results of [2]. For the actual uoz(r), the
leading asymptotic solution even produces very good results, particularly for ozone, near the axis of
the tube. Indeed this was the assumption in deriving Eqs.( 17) and (20). When uOi( r) is replaced by
um , the asymptotic solution is larger than the numerical result and vice versa for arbitrary uoz(r).
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FIGURE CAPTION

Fig.l Radial distribution of atomic oxygen and ozone P = 5 Torr, T = 300 K,

Vb = 400 cm s"1,2 = 1 cm.
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